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Legacy Fire Boxes
There is nothing like sitting by a fire on a cool summer or fall night, listening to the crackling and popping
of some freshly split logs. While we are building our company around high quality steel targets, we wanted to also
venture out into other areas of passion that we all share. We thank you for purchasing one of our Legacy Fire
Boxes, we know you will enjoy yours for many years to come

Physical Traits of Our Legacy Fire Boxes
As you are now well aware, our Legacy Fire Boxes are built to last. Made out of at minimum 3/16” steel, these are
almost double the thickness of other fire rings, which equates to a sturdier design and a longer lifespan. Please read
below for some common sense practices when using your Legacy Fire Box.

ALWAYS FOLLOW SAFE CAMPFIRE PRACTICES!
***Please Note: For a full list of Safe Fire Practices please consult your local Fire Marshall
or check out this website: https://smokeybear.com/en/prevention-how-tos/campfire-safety BEFORE
using your Fire Box.***
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ALWAYS ensure it is safe to have a fire in your location. Avoid fires during dry seasons
Follow all local, state, and federal regulations regarding fires and the use of Fire Rings/Pits/Boxes
Only build Campfires where you have permission to do so
Keep Legacy Fire Boxes away from ALL flammable material. (Houses, toys, pets, cars, siding, benches,
etc.)
Be sure to have a means within reach to put out a fire in case your fire grows too large
Keep children AWAY from Legacy Fire Boxes while in use, the sides should ALWAYS be assumed to be
HOT, even if there is no fire in the Legacy Fire Box.
Seek proper fire training from your local Fire Marshall prior to building any fires
Please note that some warping of the steel will occur, especially with the Nomad, during its first few uses.
This will be minor and is typically not even noticeable. However if you see some flexing or warping,
especially of the bottom piece, do not be alarmed.
Legacy Fire Boxes are not intended for indoor use EVER

* Enjoying campfires consists of risks. If you follow safe campfire practices, your experiences should always
be safe and enjoyable. However, Tactical AR500 Targets, INC (TAT, Tatargets) cannot be held responsible
for reckless or irresponsible use of our Legacy Fire Boxes. By purchasing our Fire Boxes you assume all risk
and liability for yourself, any person or property, whether directly or indirectly affected by said use of
Legacy Fire Box, and all activities involving our Legacy Fire Boxes. Please be safe and ENJOY your
campfire experience! *
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Assembly Instructions:
The Nomad:
Before setting up your Legacy Fire Box, ensure you have a level and solid piece of ground, and ensure all contents
are accounted for.
Box Contents: (4) Legs (smaller than the upper sides, marked with “tatargets”), One square bottom with slots and
holes, (4) upper sides with the design you chose at checkout.
Setup Procedure:

1.) Set up legs as shown and interlock.

2.) Place square bottom onto legs. The leg tabs should interlock as shown.

3.) Next choose a side and install as shown 4.) Continue adding sides, alternate designs as desired
**Please note. All pieces should easily interlock, however some small adjustment or “wiggling” of pieces may be
required to get pieces to join. This typically is true of the last side piece that is installed. If you are stuck give us a
call or send an email to info@tatargets.com**
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The Outdoorsman:
Before setting up your Legacy Fire Box, ensure you have a level and solid piece of ground, and ensure all contents
are accounted for.
Box Contents: (8) Total sides. The designs will vary dependent upon the style you ordered at checkout. Example:
The “Eastern Woods” Pattern will contain (2) turkey sides, (2) deer sides, (2) bear sides, and (2) mountain sides.
Alternate the patterns as desired. The outdoorsman is designed to be setup as an octagon shape. This model sits
directly on the ground, so be sure you place it in an area that you don’t mind scorching the ground.
Setup Procedure:

1.) Ensure all sides are in package

2.) Begin setting up sides as shown, eventually setting up all 8 in an octagon

3.) All sides interlock, the last one may need some wiggling to ensure proper fit. Each piece is designed to have
some movement/play, so if it gets tight, simply push all the sides back and forth to free up the stuck piece.
**Note you may experience difficulty in assembly if you try to set up on steeply sloped ground. Always ensure you
use a level surface for our Legacy Fire Boxes**
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